
January 2020:  Currently, there are several benches at Kihei Kalama Park ready for sponsorship.  

Some of those benches may be sponsored singularly and others may be ‘shared benches’, where 

more than one party may sponsor them.  There are two new benches scheduled for installation at  

both Kama’ole II and Kama’ole III; all new benches will be designated as ‘shared benches’ with up to 

six stainless steel plaques allowed per bench.   

Singular bench sponsorship is for a period of 5 years, after which additional plaques may be added 

to the bench unless the original donor wishes to fund an extension.  The donation for singular bench 

sponsorship is $850 (currently available at only Kalama Park).  The donation for each stainless steel 

engraved plaque  is $400 whether for the full sponsorship or shared bench. 

The donation helps sponsor the bench program, the maintenance and replacements for the bench 

parts, and  other projects benefitting the County Beach Parks of Kihei.  Benches are the property of 

the Parks Department and there are no guarantees stated or implied concerning how long the bench 

or plaque may last or remain in any location.    

The sample mock-ups of the stainless steel plaques displayed in this document show the style. The 

standard italic font  cannot be altered to another font.  The blank plaque displays  the bottom line 

which will appear on all plaques. An engraved image may 

be included for no additional charge.  Prior to actual en-

graving,  a mock-up of your plaque will be emailed as a 

‘proof’ and opportunity for any final adjustments.   

How to order:  The first step is to express your interest 

and write us an email to check availability.  Include what 
text you desire on the plaque.  We will help guide you with 
both text and image, as needed or desired.   

After confirming availability, your check should be made 
payable to South Maui Volunteers .     If a tax receipt is 
requested, please contact us for more information.   

Please mention ‘Bench Plaque’ in the memo line and mail 
the check to: 

Lis Richardson 
South Maui Volunteers 
95 Hoohale St. 
Kihei,  HI  96753 
 

Mahalo for your interest and support! 


